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Edilors page E Sponsors

Welcome to tl're new looking afispace. Due to pressure ol work
afispace will still be printed four times a year but will now coincide
with academic holidays.

The back page is rrot a perk of being editor but i have bought it. lt is
fOr Sale. ll you are an artist, an arts organisation, a gallery or an
artists agent and lvant to hire the space please lel the editor know
for prices. Individual aftists are subsidised by LSA. Only for adver-
tising the visual afis. Double glazing reps keep away.

Well its AGM time and the current Chair Brian Lamont has

\,^rritlen about the wnat fUtUfe(S) LSA could be heading for. This
AGM is no doubt tlre most impodantAGM we have ever had. lf LSA
is to move forward and bring about changes and to give some really

positive help to the visual afis it needs to address the issues.
The current committee do a lot of work voluntarily on artists behalf
but new blood is needed to help suppo'1 the comrnittee. Artists by
lheir very nalure are singular minded people. They have to be. BUT
they also need support in their quests and this needs other artists
and supporters of the visual arts to be organised and motivaled so
that all ol us can benefit My role as editor is totally voluntary and
I do this on top of a busy job at Warwickshire College, running a
digital research company and being a visual arlist. When I left
artschool I was on my own. There was no LSA to help me
out which I could have done with. I had to find out the hard way. lt
is easier to criticise than to action. Personally I feel that we live
in a very creative area but it rreeds a boost and I along with other
LSA committee members are trying to do this for you - the adists
and those who enjoy the visual arts. Steve Phillips who has been
a strong supporter of LSA ( and a founder member ) by putting on
exhibitions for rnembers over the iast tour years, is stepping down.
Who is going to put on the next LSA OPEN? This is where you
may be able to heip. There is loads of money out there tor artists
within recognised organisations. Who is going to help to trawl
that money in? You may be able to help. LSA is at the brink of
either greaier things or it, like other local arts organisations, will end
up being a tired old 'club'. Nobody rvants that. This edilor doesn't.
YOU as a member have ihe right to attend the AGM. Use your
voice in your organisation. lt needs feeding from its membership or
it will wither into irrelevancy and obscurity. Come to the AGM and
remember its

YOUR Organisation. YOUH Voice. YOUR Vote

Bill Jackson - Editor

Bill Jackson - Journal Editor ( 01926 772485)
Pete tuccarthy - Features Editor ( 01788815545)
David Phiilips - Reviews Editor { 01926 312212 |
Steve Phillips - Picture Editor ( 01926 774903)

You can al\r,rays ernail material to:
artspace@dircon.co,uk
artspace
30 Plymouth Place
Leamington Spa
Warwickshire
CV3I 1HN
artspace lssue#t7
January 2003

Editor - Eill Jackson
Printed by TW Printing
Sponsored by cobaltuk ltd, Warwickshire College, Stoneleiqh , LSA and TW Printing
Contributors - David Phillips, Pete Mccanhir Steve Phillips, Steve Biake,

l-SA Committee
Chair - Brian Lamonl
Vice Chair - Tim Richards
Membership - Dominica Vaughan
Secretary - Liz Wright
Finance Secretary - David Phillips
Publicity - Satty Sira

LSA Open
Pete Mccadhy

12 Decades
Steve Phillips
Abstraci : Realism

Dave Phiilips
The Beauiiirul Game
Pete Mccarthy
Dave Phillips

Fixing Light - Fixing Fire
Pete Mccafthy
Steve Brake

Beyond Skin
tris SerE
Catherine Weare
Dave Phillips
Bernard Chai'nley
Dave Phiilips

The Grid
Dave Phittips

Circulate
Sleve E/ake

Night and Day
Pete Mccafthy
The Dreadlokians
Dave Phillips
Only the Little People
Deve Phiilips

Documenta
Dave Phillips

Frcm Painl Handling to Process
Pafi 2
Peter McCarthy

Harry Weinberger
Forty Artist
The White Room
Dave Phillips
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LSA has continued to achieve significant suress
over the past year and, with a growing membership
now in excess of 250, has clearly established itself as
the pre-eminent organisation representing and prornot-
ing visual arts within the community. The coming year

will bring new opportunities and challenges as
development of the Spencer Yard complex into a cul-
tural 'hub'for Leamington will further raise the aware-
ness and profile of the strong arts and creative heritage
in the area.

lnformal meetings and discussions have taken place
with the 'Cultural Quarter' development partners to
explore the potentialfor LSAto play an enlarged role in
these and other creative initiatives and deliver real and
sustainable benefits, both to its members and within the
wider communi$. As a result, the committee has revis-
ited LSAs original aims to examine how far they are still
relevant, how they have been achieved and also given
consideration to what more we might do in the future
within a changing cultural environment.

These are as follovvs:
.To repre$ent end prcmote the Visual Arts in

Leamington Spa and the sunounding area.

'To foster and irnprove public interest, awareness
and appreciation in the visual ads

"To frct as a fCIca[ amd contact point for the Visual
Arts in the \ADC area, linking artists, local institutions
and organisations from the communi$.

"To organlse retevant Msual Art exhibitisns,
events and oppofiunities for the general public
.To engage wttEr artists and public without preju-

dice
.T& encounage profe$sional practice in all

aspects of the VisualArts
.To sncourage a wide diversfty of Msual
Expression

What vre do already to achieve these aims:

"Srganise the Open Exhibition every year \4frite,
publish and distribute Adspace 4 times per year with
the support of sponsors.
.Promote LSAand members and their work through a
continuously updated \Abbsite
*Organise and adminieter afiordable studios in prop-
efty leased from !\iDC

'LSA Satabase available to all
.Mernbers have access to other members'addresses
to notify exhibitions etc. which supports the networking
concept.

"Mesvrbershlp of Wlt/A, therefore known throughout
the Region
.ilflersr bers of Steerin g Committee for \Ahnruickshi re Arts
lA/eek and LSA sponsored members who took part.
u*fiernbers of the committee meet with 'IA/CC and
\iA/DC, ! AIA and community organisations whenever
necessary.

"Sef standards for professional presentation of work in
allexhibitions

'$et pnofessional standards for Adspace

"$et professional standards for website

\lVhat more we could do:

' Secftry:e more ambitious in choice of venue and seek to use the
Pump Rooms orthe Mead,
. Hald regular Socials

"Appllr for grants and avail ourselves of funds available from
\A/DC. \A/est MidlandsArts, Lottery etc

"Provide Lectures: publish AMA programme in Artspace.
.Organise visits of artists to other artist's studios
.OrEanise visits for members to exhibitions/national collections
across the country
.Organiso \Ahnruickshire Artsweek on behalf of !\CC.
.Pubf,icity - Befter advertising of events is urgently required, as is
a generally higher profile.
.Posters could be placed in schools, colleges, Sikh Centre, Bath
Place, Library and exhibition is always on the \Ahbsite

"Proffiote Afispace as an advertising vehicle for local art focussed
organisations.
.Gontact Pump Rooms for standing adveft.

'lnclude more variety of visual arts in Artspace and web to review
Design, Question heritage architecture

'Hstablish a physical base in the town and acquire own exhibition
space and become curators of exhibitions for profit

'Seil wslrk on behalf of members, through above and via weF
site.
.l'iave pernlanent exhibition of members work, sales on com-
mission basis.
*Run art shop for income

"Link with otherArtists groups in this country and abroad. The lat-
ter via local town twinning committees. Joint shows of work.
n0utdoor areas. Sculpture park.
.Mcnitor access to exhibitions
.Create junior society [under 18]- arrange exhibitions, provide
workshops for them using LSA experlise
.Film society for members and friends
.Perfcrrnance Art

lmplications:
It is clear that in order to achieve most of the above objectives

we would require a base for administration, exhibitions, com-
mercial activities and these activities would require paid adminis-
tration with suppoded by committed volunteers.

ln order to be able to provide more services for members we

would need to increase our level of funding. This can
come from higher membership fees or from grants that would
enable us to kick startthe development and commercial activities
To apply for grants we would be required to produce a business
plan and a structured programme of achievable outputs.

Alternatively, you might considerthat LSAalready has a niche role

in the region and does not need to do anything else.

As part of this review process we would now ask the membership

to let us have their views on the way forvuard for LSA. Please
feel free to contact any member of the committee or come to
the next Annual General Meeting at 7.30pm on Thursday 6th
February at the Pump Rooms when these issues will be the
main agenda item after election of the commiftee.

Brian Lamont Ghair
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JONI SMITH 'Trace' inage source Biil Jackson

There was e time when ffiOd€fn aft meant abstraction. r.row it
miEht just as easily mean There was a time when nnodern ad meant abstraction. Now
it mighi just as easily mean a bunch of flowers. The flowers wouid be ironic of course
but they would be as lovingly painted (in some cases) as any Dutch Old fVlaster. The
sky's the limit now or at least the sea is in this annuai show of work by Learnington's
leading association of artists.

The seascapes are by Jessica Mallory. The sea is never still so Jessica allows the
paint itself to irreak and disperse on an illusory shore. She's applying modern skiils to
an old subject while Grace Newrnan is using modern skills on a modern subject in
her sparky, minimalist photograph, 'Power Stafrbn'

There are some other purely abstract examples of this essentially abstract approach
but the best work wresties with the knottier problem of balancing opposing forces.
Martin Beresford comes up with the nrost sophisticated solution in a painting that
almost siides off the wall. Richard Sadler does it with his camera by making a wall
the subject. lts battered door sports an unlikely bit of street art.

Steve Upton draws his subject-matter from similar sources in Boys Den' He's a con-
sistently good painter who skillfully exploiis the rougher end of brown-field sites.
Ray Spence also tackles difficult subject-matter. He's the best of only a handful
of conceptualists in the show. His photo-piece'My name is...'invites us to lip-read
Afrikaans. The impossibility of the task sets you thinking about all the other things you
will never be able to do. There's a disappointingly small antouni of sculpture. Joni
Smith's 'Trace' has got something about it even though it's the simplest of feminist
statements.

Apaft from this, the framed image is king.

Peter McCafthy
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12 DECADES PROJECTIONS
Pete ThOrnely Nav ErH 6-12 PM 2oo2

This work involved the projection of images (using a

six-exnon slide projector) onto the huge bland con-

crete facade of the cement works near Rugby
\A/anruickshire.

The effect was not dissimilar to that achieved by the
polish born Canadian artist Krzysztof Wodiczko
who projected vast images on to Nelsons Column
in Trafalgar Square of a dbarbedi cruise missile
(so the column became a missile) at the time of the
Greenham Common protests and at other venues
and buildings throughout the u.k. (in 1985) and on to
the side of a ship, Tyneside (1990) Other aftists have

made use of the massive projector, notably Charlie
Holmes who had lightworks projected onto the side
of large buildings in Cambridgeslrire in the auturnn
of (1994)

Thornleys work however vvas non political. The
'100 separate images were seen one at a time and
represented the portraits of local people of all ages.
For the individuals and their immediate families, their
huge projected faces made for an exciting moment,
but not, perhaps, for the uninvolved.

I feelthat a singie inrage nray have had more impact.
\A/odiczko may well have projected the image of a
huge Soeing 747 coming into land {as he is always
poiitical and always topical). buit for that degree of
independent thought you need independent money.

Steve Fhillips

ANN BRAIN 'Iesco Specra/' inage source arlist

Abstract - R.ealisfft Ann Brain ano Helen
BOng Rugby At Gattery.
It appears that there has been some serious sabre rattiing
recently in the locai press in Rugby about the thorny question

ot abstfaGt versus representational art. This exhi-
bition of Ann Brain and Helen Bone flows as a conse-
quence of this controversy. lt is, of course, a well rehearsed
argument that beset much of 20th century art. One recalls
Malevich's 'Suprentatisni' of 'N913114 to be distinguished
from Constructivism of Tatlin and later Pevsner and Gabo,
which again is different from Kandinsly's 'pure' abstraction
and that of Mondrian's geometric abstract work, and then

there is of course the Abstract Expressionists of the 40s
and the colour field painting and so on. Yet this confrontation
was a civilised affair where the two artists offered us. in the

case of Elone some inspirationai inraginative work full of
twisting brushstrokes and engaging coiour and Brain some
dreamlike imagery immaculately painied of inventive land-
scapes both set in the day and at night. Ultimately in terms
of choice as to which art to buy, sponser or admire it comes
down to aesthetic preference but one had a need to discover
the thinking that iay behind the imagery in both instances.
Wrat did emerge was the professional presentation of both
arlists and how in a curious way each enhanced the other.
There was somethrng controlled, discipiined and intense

about Brain's work which took one's mind and made it look

to see the unseeable and with Bone's work one responded
to a sense of recklessness. of wild abandon, of hot and cold
and always the paint stark in front of you with various colour
cornbinations and tonal intricacies Yes, what one discovered
through the work of these iwo artists was the reminder that

the 20th Century was an extraordinary creative period in

the history of painting and one can only be pleased at the
latter day endeavours of these two artists.

Dave Phillips

HELEN BONE 'Sundrench' imege sourca ertist
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ANDY SHAW 'The FIay Otf'

These are photographs that celebrate

fOOtball at alt tevets.

It includes pictures of players from the Pfemief
Division down to non-league players. The pho-
tographer has taken thousands of pictures and
these are just a dip into his ocean. Football as we
know has been dubbed'the beautiful gante'by Ben

Elton but anyone who watched the World Gup
series will know that a more apt title would be 'the
foui game' in both meanings of the word. The foul-
ing that goes on seems to be an integral part of the
mentality of the players and the managers. Anybody

who has seen Ferguson on the sideline chewing
his gum, his face contorted understands that the
game has a long way to go before it can redeem
itself. Money rather than sport, excepi at the non-
league levels seems to be the guiding light and even
the Freudian interpretation seems besmirched. We
can all understand thai the ball is male principle and
the net ihe female and when the bali enters the net,
ecstasy follows.

But so rnuch bruilishness for so simple and sweet an
aim brings into disrepute even that line of thought.
$hads photographs are good and as individual
items enjoyahle but perhaps there is room for a
vision and a cause so that 'playing the game'
according to the rules is brought back into conscious-
ness and thuggery is kicked into the touchline.

Dave Phitlips

irnage soLtrce Andy Sha'"l/

Andy ShaW ln a now farnous tourchline interview, the
late Bill Paisley was asked whether soccer should be treated
as a rr?tter of life and death.

NO, tre said, it's far more important ihan that. And right on
cue ihe Grim Reaper rnakes a guest appearance in this col-
lection of football photographs. lt's a fan of course and so it
seems is Andy Shaw.

fie's spent some very productive Saturday afternoons look-
ing for a new angle on 'the beautiful game'. He manages
to do this on the whole, with close up studies of attentive
crowds and spectacular panoramas of pitches and stands. ln
Bescot Stadium the pitch looks as starllingly unreal as it does
when you're there, so immaculate, so shockingly green, so
utterly different from the mud-bath down the park.

He's good at capturing incidents too. Fireworks fly to the
roof of the Millenniunr Stadium and hang there like chande-
liers. Black lralloons float in unlikely protest above disgruntled
Wimbledon fans. Back on the pitch the Wolves Winger forces
her way through in the equally beautiful women's game. ls
that a raised elbow or just the camera lyinE?

One of the most original prints 'Holfe End Goes Errro', is a
clever long-lens shot of a Holland and Scotland tine-up.

The red shirts of the Dutch fans dominate the crowd at
gtound level but the tier above is pure Scottish tweed. lt rises
like the sides of a l=Nighland glen that's about to disappear
in ihe rnist. The crowd is seated, but there's an image that
Paisley would have liked where the fans are on their feet. lt's
his beloved Kop in the days when they sang and swayed.

tt's where 'Yotl'll Neeever Waalk Alone' nrst
began.

Forget Carousel! lt all started here.

Peter fllcCafthy
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FIXING FIRE - FIXING LIGHT

This ambitious project tries to dO the ifnpOsSible ny combining the very different talents of ceramicist

David Jones, photographer Rod Dorling and set designer John Bell. They play their individual parts with

great aplomb. And guess what? They pull it off.

The set is a major structure but it isn't intrusive. lt holds the ceramic pieces in unlikely suspension above ihe floor.

John Bell organises the pots in ranks like Chinese terracotta warriors but they belong to an older, Japanese tradi-

tion, the Raku method. David Jones uses this dramatic, unstable process with breathtaking effect. The ceramics

are without doubt the stars of the show. They are weighty pieces that you wouldn't want to stuib your toe against

lrut they are lifted not just by the set but by the use of iridescent glazes.

Jones cleve4y confines its use to the inside sur{aces. As the blackened pots look as if they've been hauled too

late out of an almighty conflagration, this subtle inner lustre is even more effective. The contrast couldn't be greater.

The Three Kings would have been well pleased with these dazzling gifts

Rod Dorling has documented the process fuliy but he makes a more dranratic contribution when he turns his

attention to the clay piis of Cornwall. A sei of vast panoran'las of a gouged and ruined landscape runs round the

gallery walls. Jones points out in a catalogue statement that ceramics is just fire-hardened mud. Words are one

thing lrut it takes the real ihing or at least a photograph of it to drive the message home.

The scale of Dorting's imagery matches the weight of the ceramics and the strength of the set. ln dealing with

such elementai forces the three collaborators could have ended up with burnt fingers but they come through this

remarkable balancing act unscathed.

Peter ltlcCarthy

ffiffiwffiffi ffi ffiffi p ffiYBs &r€
fuT Jarx*x

image saurce Rad Dorling
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FIXING FIRE - FIXING LIGHT imase scurce Rod Dailins

Steely in concept and steely in execution
- and this is not a complaint. There is a hiEhly pro-
fessional rigidity to this exhibition A sense of polish
and tight control. One Eets the idea that the artists

- David Jones, Rod Dorling and John Bell
- have reigned in this exhibition the way one reigns
in an rinruly horse; imposed their will upon it and
adhered very closely to their original vision. There
is something true about it, a feeling that the work
speaks for iiself in a way that injects such worn cli-
ch6s with new life and vivacity. To have created sutch

a cohesive exhibition ^ and it really is seanrless
- fronr the creative initiative of three very dlstinctive
artists is an achievernent in itself. The potential for
fragmentation must have been huge - three very
strong artistic personalities, three very different artis-
tic disciplines all attempting to pull in the same direc-
tion and inform each other... yet they've done it. Tlre

installation has an unquestionable poise and an unbending
presence that imposes itself very professionally upon the
viewer. Jones's pots, Dorling's phoiography and Bell's
design expertise all seem made for each other rather than
made for themseives.

One of the central themes to this exhibition is the idea

of capturing a moment of flux - or rather capturing a

moment in flux. I'm reluctant to use words lit<e 
t ftrgezg'

or tffOzen' 
because this exhibition has light and fire as it's

heart As the title ltself suggests - it's about fixing. Fixing the
ever changing interplay of lighi and reality onto photographic
filnr and paper. fixing glazes and clay into hardened fornrs
and intractable vessels. The exhibitron itself. of course. is
also designed to fix - it captures an evolution of ideas and
creative innpetus: it fixes this extraordinary collaboration into
a certain moment of time and a point of thor.ight. Like high
speed photography, the ultra static result only emphasizes
the incredible speed and movement that ied to this one split

second of freeze frame. For all the stillness inherent in

this exhibition the niotion iines are very much in evidence.
The praciical design of the exhibition suggests a feeiing of
(unlfreeze frame too - both Dorling's photographs and
Jones's ceramic work are suspended on wires from the ceil-
ing. Damocles never had it so good. lt is reminisceni of the

amaaing freeze trame trickery of films like The Matrix - as
if the pois and photographs have been caught somehow in

mid-descent or, indeed, ascent and by some bizarre break-
ing of the laws of gravity we are at liberty to walk around
and among them... look, no hands!Tlre materials employed
for this feat of mechanics have been wisely chosen too - for
all the scaffolding's obvious sturdiness it has an elegance
and fine-lined simplicity that is, of course, adistry in itself.

The wires and struts augnrent a sense of tension that
is nicely undercut by the swollen body pots of Jones's
contribution. On closer inspection though, these ceramic
offerings have a tension and dialogue all of their own. They
are scored and scarred - viscera deliberately marked by the

hands of the arlist. tsodies almost split open by their own
hot ripeness. And this idea of heat is expanded upon by the

Donling's photographic investigation of the firing process
- a photographic ring of fire that surrounds the ceramic work.
This conceit is taken a step further with the placing of kiln
bricks beneath the installation area itself - their rich umbers
and charred ochres reminding us of the aggressive tempera-
tures needed to fire soft dead clay into bone hard ceramic
life. lndeed the actual process of firing - of making art of clay
- is also a major theme of ihis exhibiiion. The accoutrements
of the firing process are displayed along with a phoiographic

freeze thai lines the walls of the exhibition space. envelop-
ing the installation as a whole with an image (fixed, of course)

of the clay pits - in Cornwalf " I believe - where 
"^f 
ones's pots

inevitably have their original source. This spherical layering
of metaphors - the enveloping earth, the blaze of fires. the
pots at the centre - is, of course, entirely deliberate and lust
emphasises the complete and true circle of thought that has
underpinned this exhibition from the staft. As a viewer you

are irresistibly drawn into the core of a conceptual kiln..,

Stephen Blake.

il
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Dominica Vaughan's most recent show,

'Beyond the Skin' represents a new depar-
ture: rather than using images that spring directly
from her imagination, she has used a life model.
The vivacity of youth is a main focus in the work and
especially in the drawings she manages to represent
the self-confidence and energy of the young woman.
Only in the ink drawings is the future of getting older
hinted at, the lines wander away from the figure, they
blur and smudge its outline as the lived experience
of the painter permeates the work. This dialogue of
old and new, of experience and innocence, is given
an extra frisson by the knowledge that Vaughan has
used her own daughter as a model. The artist tells
how it came about by chance, when her daughter
Joni modelled for another painter, but now it seems
to be a theme of essential contrast when reviewing
the show. Both Vaughan and her daughter have
similar and very striking hair-a halo, which dominates
and frames the paintings. For the artist working with
her daughter it must in many ways be like looking
at herself, portraying herself, reviewing her life. The
paintings are optimistic, hopeful without being shal-
low. She sees youth with the wisdorn of life and por-
trays it more knowingly than might be expected from
a younger painter. The fact that mother is painting
daughter is important, but it should not obscure the
way in which we look at the work.

Vaughan says that painting is a process of exterior-
isation'; she is showing on the outside what is going
on inside a person. Taking this quote quite literally it
is interesting to look at the areas around the figures;

'the outside' is colourful, textured and seems
almost old and frayed, like a textile coming apart.
Textiles and drapes have played an important role
in baroque painting, where they frame the figure. But
the textile here is fundamentally different, it does not
frame in order to show the subject matter better, but it
seems to capture its own message of the inside.

Michelangelo famously described his art being
trapped in the stone. waiting to be freed by him, and
this relationship to subject rings true for Vaughan, in
her relationship to the painted canvas.

She gets trer exquisite surface and colours by first
drawing then painting; she then obliterates the image
with black, only to reveal the image through applica-
tion of turps. Then the particulady intimate nature of
the subject matter once more re-establishes its grip:
She says that she finds it especially nerve-wracking
to obscure, to blacken-out her own daughter and
is anxious to discover her image again. There is a
sense of unease (unheimlich) which permeates the
best of the work creating a tension between the
worked and eroded surfaces and the poignancy of
the relationship at its centre.

lis Bertz
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DOMINICA VAUGHAN 'Beyond Skin f imase Dominica vaushan

GAIA - south rown Galery Gatherine Weare
This is an unusual exhibition in one respect at least for the
artist was born and brought up in Leamington Spa and after
a sojurn in Liverpool is back in good old Leamy unlike Terry
Frost who chose not to come back to us to live. She has
chosen to use watercolour to create her images and they
are watery and although there are depictions of a Ghurch
tower and other buildings there is little attempt to strengthen
the architectural structures. 'Ihe Pump Rooms'colonnade
for instance seems to have caught a mild ripple of an earth-
quake as the columns and ground seem wobbly and the
hanging baskets are colourless (which is an exception). The
whole character of the show is one of evanescent transcen-
dentalism with suggestions of nature dabbed on suffaces
colourfully. Only the 'Burmese cat' retains its inscrutability
while the rest of the imagery is wild abandon.

Dave Phillips

THE GALLERY - Earlsdon Coventry Bernard
Charnley
This gallery has been functioning for a couple of years and
acts as extension to Millsy's cafe bar in the smartest part
of Coventry where the glitterati gather. The gallery's com-
mission seems reasonable but artists have to hang their
own exhibitions and sales on the whole are encouraging.
These were large oil paintings where the oil was mixed with
beeswax to give a tactile quality and coupled with the bright
colour were most effective. ln addition the elongated figures
were generally naked and seemed to be on a beach or in
a swimming pool but as the paint was applied so thickly
they were no more noticeably than other objects around. lt
seemed as if the scenes were caught in a mesh and there
were strong overtones of Aurbach and Kossof but all was
more optimistic, with a down to earth enjoyment of paint for
its own sake. Exuberance was the key to the exhibition and
enjoyment not difficult to find.

Dave Phillips
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ln this rather fem0te unlikely location it was a

surprise to discover the work of l1 new graduates
from Birmingharn lnstitute of Art, many whom had
earlier done an Access course at the Art School,
Warwickshire Gollege. An old nurslng home, it
provided ample space for the work. What was an
additional factor was that although ail the graduates
were women, many in rnid-life, there was no refuge
in the traditional haunt of landscapes, portraits. ani-
nrals, or even much paint. This was an ideas-driven
exhibition where ihe fledgling artists seemed aware
of contemporary conceptual thinking. The work was
consequently challenging and cerebral. Previously io
being a nursing home St.Mary's had for forty years
been a maternity hospital from 1940. lt was this fact

that led Alfreda McHale io create a site-specific
installation. She did it by annexing one of the rooms
and putting the outline of a cot on the floor with the
actual frame propped up on a far wall. This coupling
of the real bed and the memory of what it had stood
for in the form of innumerable births was underlined
powerfully by the sound of three headbeats (baby,

mother. husband or midwife) loudly filling the room
in rhyihmic sequence. lt was at the same time as
being a celebration also an evocation of the strange-
ness and dangers of birth laithough there were no
screams or shouts or gurgles). A strong imaginative
piece based on much experience. Diana Franocci
also used the location to good purposes in that the
morgue provided ceramic pedestals used for bodies
to be prepared for burial or dissection, on which she
had placed smali white wax cushions, some torn,
as testimony, complete with fragments of clay body
pafts, to the particular functions that took place there.
It was oddly rather macabre suggesiing the fragility
of life. Angela $tride was nrost productive and sev-
eral of her pieces were concerned with dislocation
and the non-functioning of parts. One of her pieces
was a stack of old car radios containing audio tapes
with speakers ihat fully blasted the ear in a cacoph-
ony of sound. lt was analogous to all those voices
of our childhood. any one of which could have sig-
nificant implications for our maturity and which only

chance seemed io be the determinate. Doris Lacey
was the nearest to produce what one might call con-
ventionalwork. This seemed concerned with the way
that fashion and erotica ensnare the unwordly and
she depicted irnages, one large and the other small,
as to how this was possibie. tsoth handmade images
with paint were successful and teased the viewer
into accepting curvaciousness and intimacy as pal-

atable, while illustrating how guilible we are in this
respect. Grace Neunnan managed with her arte-
facts to convey the fear and repulsion most people
have of hospitals. lt was inieresting to see a baby's
cot made up of rubber gloves implying that although
a seemingly sweet abode the possibility of medical
intrusion and necessity loomed large even in the bed

of innocence. Other examples, as of a constant flow
of water inio a kidney shaped receptacle, on a plinth,
had a welier of implications on the fundamental need
for such, as a purifying and cleansing element in the

body's functions. Lastly the large bed of hypodermic needles
chilled the heart as a reminder of iife as a bed of nails syn'
drome and the horror of its central role both for posiiive
and negative effects. These are inraginative constructs that
make us aware through the power of art the life denying and
affirming factors which surround us all. Dorothy Biddle
has recycled used materials io sei up a display of metal con-
structions ihat look somewhat like musical stands that nrove
and revolve by means of pulleys. lt is as if the constructs
have a life of their own as they expand and cavofi in front
of our eyes. One can imagine that the stands are respond-
ing to music itself instead of acting as supports for music
sheets but any number of such projections are possible.
l-'ler work is concerned with low key technology and how
to induce nrovement, groMh. gravity and balance with the
materials leading to the outcome of the work. lt is ambitious
and ingenious. Sally Tissington has produced delectable
photographic fantasies of seemingly alien landscapes. From
uiopian landscapes which she builds she uses her photo-
graphic skills to create imagery that is strange but enticing
to the eye. Such procedures are well estabiished as known
in the work of David Wllkie and Gainsborough where
they painted their model constructions and attempted to
achieve actuality whereas Tissington takes us into a conjec-
tural world that seems in keeping with the modern world and
anarchy that surrounds us. Sally Carpenter on the other
hand keeps our eyes focused on the here and the now. Her
extraordinarily clear photographs of houses seem to present
facades of utter normaiity and banality. She shows the plac-
ing of these houses in graphic form on the contour lines of a
three dimensional model made from stiffened material. By so
doing we are startled by the concept of how these seemingly
innocuous brick built houses have invaded naiural habitat
and changed our reading of the map. There is the implication
that these invaders are not quite as neutral as they would
have one believe and lurking in the gardens and behind the
lace cufiains there is a strong hint of the potential crisis of
a 'B[ue Velvet'dimension. Emma Jackson provides us
with a visual analogy to Margaret Foster's'Memory Box'
with unopened boxes placed discreetly around the exhibi-
tion for us to notice and wonder whai they could contain,
with oiher memorabilia seemingly left casually on a windows
ledge. slight in nature but with huge significance for those
they touch. Laura Lines is fascinated by colour and would
wish, as demonstrated by her bands of colour combinations
stretched the width of a large room, to imbue happiness
into a dull world with 'Colour Me Happy'. lt reminds one of
the ambitions of Mondrian who wanted beautiful cities with
simple colours and shapes. Joanna De l-a Salle's piece
consisted of hanging threads of wire mesh in a simpie bare
room. These transformed the venue into something exotic
and foreign. So slender the wires hanging down, and as one
dodged through them one was inrnrediately confronted by
another. There was a delicacy and fragility that made the
experience illusory. The exhibiiion as a whole was fruitful
and one ihat revealed that there was a pool of thinking talent
ready to join that never ceasing torrent of exceilence ihat
constitutes the art world in this country at the moment.

Dave Phillips
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Odd tnat we find something as ordinary as flesh
so disturbing and so controversiat. BlOOd, tnat
most common of all liquids, still retains its full inheri-

tance of primitive taboo. We are both repulsed
and compelled by the mundane secrets of our own
inner workings. But it's only flesh after all... fragile.
healable, ultimately fallible, flesh.

Hence two films by Jordan Baseman - 'Under
The Blood'and 1 + 1 = 1'- that explore the uneasy
relationship that exists between ourselves as
fleshly living creatures and ourselves as creatures
that aspire to live beyond the confines of that flesh.
This dichotomy, of course, is central to our very
existence and to our attempts to conceptualise our
existence - from it stem all our notions of temporal-
ity and (im)mortality, our inventions of morality and
ultimately our sense of the Godly. All this from base
matter.

Apparently, in the German language there is no
distinction between the concept of fiesh as meat
and the concept of flesh as flesh - the same word
is used for both and is interchangeable: fleische. ln
English, of course, we can make a nice distinction
between the two - we do not consider our own flesh
or the flesh of our loved ones as being mere meat
- and would consider the German 'one-word-fits-alf
approach as being quite brutal and, dare I say it.
cannibalistic. But the way we sexualise flesh - 'sins
of the flesh' - makes it no less a consumable com-
modity. and in the sexually predatory sense we too,
if we are honest, do consider flesh as being akin
to meat. The only real difference between meat
and flesh is in the demystification - flesh, for ali

it is of 'this world' is imbued, nevertheless, with a
moral currency, a sense of soul; but meat however
is the stripped down. demystified, depersonalised,
Godless version. No great mystery in meat and,
therefore. it is not at all intimidating, there is noth-
ing to fear. lt is not sacred and so can be violated
with an easy conscience.

This accepied, it is interesting to witness the demys-
tifuing process that is performed on the patient's
body in 'Under The blood'- the making of flesh into
mere meat. The film opens with the patient prone
on the operating table - a whole body. But what fol-
lows is a startling ritual of depersonalisation. The
body is progressively concealed by sheets that are
skillfully placed and arranged until only the section
that is to go under the knife remains. ln effect, the
body has already been dissected - the outward
signs of sentience and the familiar accoutrements
of its humanity are removed (albeit only from sight).
the head, the limbs, ihe genitalia. All that remains is
a neatly squared chunk of meat - a cut or a joint of
the same. This I am convinced is deliberate. Even
for the most experienced of surgeons it must be
easier to focus on the intricate mechanics of simple
living meat as opposed to the sacred mysteries

of the fieshly house of the soul. To unman the body, so to
speak, renders it almost into a srnall abject container of
plumbing and pneumatics - an engine to be fixed, a job lot
Pass the scalpel, please nurse. My conscience is clear. Or
rather, my conscience is clear enough of religious and sac-
ramental foreboding that I can perform the job at hand with a
steady hand and a master mechanic's eye. Would we want
it any other way?

But where is the soul, then, in Jordan's work? Naturally, it

has been disembodied - or liberated if you'd prefer. ln'Under
The Blood' the hellfire sermonising of Billy Graham pro-
vides the incidental music to the work of the bone-saw anci
the suction pump. Here is the small quiet voice of the Bible
that the surgeons must sheit out, must never hear, if they
are to perform their duties to the best of their abilities, Here
is the voice of the soul as so described and formulated by
the generations that have gone before us. The soul as a

religious entity, a Godly concept. conjoined with the blood
of Moses, the blood of Christ. rivers of blood in Egypt A
sacrifice of blood that is good to the Lord. A sacrament of
the soul. Coloured not by corpuscles or plasma but by the
individual's morality. An eternity in the balance. Small wonder
the surgeon's deafen themselves to it.

But there is the other soul. The true small quiet voice
Tenifyingly fragile, universally personal - the true house of
God. This Holy of Holies is the real voice the surgeons
cannot afford to hear. the real voice that could send tremors
down their arms and throw a spanner into the works. The
voice of the soul of the ordinary man, of every man. The
voice that resonates within themselves. Not the soul as a

religious preserve but the soul as a personal possession oi
the individual. The body does not possess the soul- the soui
possesses and owns the body. That is a heavy thought to
shouider as you run a scalpel through flesh. '/ + 1 = 1' has as
its soundtrack the voice of one such soul, talking about the
aftermath of a heart and lung transplant operatron. The visu-
als are gently pulsing computer-generated shapes that seem
to suggest x-rays of the human torso - rather than ground the
voice it adds to the feeling of disembodiment. lt is this voice
that is the most affecting, this voice that speaks to our own

soul - not the pulpit rhetoric of Billy Graham. Religion is a
personal choice - it can be cast aside and ignored if so cho-
sen - but that small voice that exrsts in each of us, that voice
of the personality, is a prerequisite of humanity. There is nc

choice. Here is THE SOUI. Here is the voice of the flesh
and the voice of something beyond. Here is the voice that
the surgeon's must obliterate with their green sheets. Here
is the voice that must be hidden under the guise of meat. lt
is an unquiet silence.

For all of the blood and gristle of 'Under The Blood it is '/ + t
=1'that is the more disturbing of the two films. And the more
beautiful. But to see it without first seeing "Under The Blood''
is to see out of context - is to see the meat but not the flesh:
io hear the religion but noi the soul. Steel yourself and watch
both. They embody old and new testaments...

Stephen Blake.
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Bricks and mortar have interested artists as
subject matter since before the modern era. We
know for instance that the lmpressionists liked
Monmartres and not just for its caf6s and bars.

They also found it good to paint.

Graham Chorlton's work doesn't belong to this
smocks-and-beret iradition of urban art. His project
requires overalls. lt's located in industrial settings
where it's either night-time or there's deep mid-win-
ter gloom. He's not afraid of the alienating effect of
the industrial scene. lt's Edward Hopper territory

and as with Hopper, the night-time subjects are
the most successful. Swathes of modulated whites
are floated over darker backgrounds to create pools
of artificial lighi. This can be seen at its best in the
'Garage' series and in 'Rome 99-02'. This is the
most romantic of all the images. The lighter coiours
melt across the surface to reveal fragmentary
glimpses of structures underneath. The buildings
are convincingly real but the abstract quality of the
marks is never in doubt.

The same thing happens in 'Offibes 2000'. He
works his way across the facade like a climber
dangling on a rope. He deliberately fudges the strict
geometry of the ranks of windows to create a more
animated effect. There's a liveliness of handling
that's missing in some of the other works.

tn 'Retail Park 2000' he seems unable to
overcome the aridity of the subject itself. lt's as
if he's shut up shop and gone home early. The
brush doesn't dance and the paint doesn't flow.

'Riverside 2002' makes up for it though. Bands
of orange sing out against a velvety background as
the sun rises on a block of flats.

It's Monet's lmpression Sunrise brought up to date.

Peter McCarthy

The Dreadlockaliens Collection the
Grant Family caw

This collection of images and artefacts of black
people in various guises has been assembled over
a period of four years by the Grant family from
Rugby. They have scoured car boot sales, auction
rooms, dealers and have collected an intriguing
number of rtems. lt again illustrates that you need
an idea and it can then preoccupy and give focus as

this impressive collection has done to these
individuals. lt has plenty of room to grow and over
the years many other things will be added and per-

haps exhibited again.

The Community Art Gallery is in serious need
of refurbishment and then it will cease to give the
impression of being untidy, lt will allow the curators

the opportunity to formulate a programme that has coher-
ence and worth.

Dave Phillips

Emily Pitts'only the Littte peopte' CAW

This is a strange art event, as it is all or nothing. The
viewer becomes the artist as the framework is created by the
artist. You have to take a little pipe cleaner type figure and
tie it on to a metal rack. All the little figures have attached a
card or label and you the viewer write a word on them. So the
whole scenario consists of little hanging figures with cards
with words on them which you the viewer have supplied..

This is democratic art carried to the hth Oegree. Then
a postcard is supplied which you are asked to add a word-
one that you feel labelled with or a word that you feel others
are labelled with. Then you send it to - a friend/colleague/
anyone-pop in the post box and artwork is complete- it all
seems so simple and complete. You have participated in an
art process and thus you have become a artist and under-
stand something of the creatrve process.

Clever stuff and painless and somehow satisfying.

Dave Phillips

FlatlandS The Gallery Stratford Leisure Centre
until 12th January

Choosing an exhibition title can be an art in itself. They
vary from the inspired to the just about OK to the downright
dodgy. Flatlands is definitely not in the first category and nor
is the exhibition it belongs to. lt doesn't fall flat on its face
but it doesn't soar either. Ben Gove's Superman series tries
to zoom, (the paintings are on wheels), but they're firmiy
screwed to the wall. They're the most polished pieces in the
show and also the shiniest. lmmaculately glossed surfaces
create the right ambience for Superman's glamorous assis-
tants to slip and slide around in. The comic book style tells us
that irony is on the agenda. And it isn't just confined to Cove's
work. ln Adele Prince's series. 'Wontan Artist', the irony has
a cutting edge to it that doesn't detract from the humour. She
makes seemingly innocent poinis using deadpan instruction-
manual methods. lt's a case of the facts speaking for them-
selves once they've been given a firm, feminist shove. After
this Glive Caswell's back{o-front notice board doesn't seem
quite enough. Art is capable of delivering more than just
visual puns. Borrowing from its technical side for such flimsy
returns isn't challenging enough. You can go too far in the
other direction though, as Tony McCorry does when he takes
on the challenge of abstraction. He reduces the built environ-
ment to its bare essentials so there's little left but geometry.
His Stairway works well enough but his second painting falls
between two stools. The minimalism of the other adists is

supported by their use of the comic strip formula. By bor-
rowing this relaxed graphic style they avoid the grimness of
McCorry's troubling world as he tries to keep it real. Perhaps
the answer lies on the other side of that notice-board.

Peter McCadhy
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The average age of the 109 artists is 49
and among these are veterans such as Bourgeois

and Golub and the youngest is 1 5. So if anything
this
exhibition is the work of artists in their maturity
and not the spent up passion of youth. ldeas not
money is the powerhouse and the major focus in
ffiany cases is the injustice at the ways of the
world^

These artists live and work all over the world and

rhere are 72 male ano 37 WOmen. Most
of the arlists iive and work in the countries in which
they were born bui some 20 are living eisewhere
but there seems no particular pattern. Two artists
have died since the opening, Juan Munoz, a

Spaniard aged 49 and Dieter Roth, a German
aged 68. After virtually 50 years since the first exhi-
bition the organisers have perfected the running so

that the whole city is aware of Documenta with
free trams and other such benefits.

English seems the main language witn 70 per-

cent of filrns and videos given in such. ln its
statement of intent the 11th Documenta set out
to enlarge the space of critical debates of con-
temporary ailistic discourse. lt is worth quoting
fronr the introduction to the short cataiogue "The

constitutive conceptual dimension of Doc 11 is
grounded in the formulation of a series of five plat-
forms of public discussions, conferences, work-
shops, books and films and video programmes
that seek to mark the location of culture today
and the spaces in which culture intersects with the
domains of complex global knowledge circuits. So

the exhibition in Kassel is the culmination of a
series of debates that began in Vienna in March
2001, rnoved to New Delhi, then to Berlin, St
Lucia and Lagos.

The ideas unfolded over the course of eighteen
months in a number of diverse sites. ln Kassel,
Documenta has taken on the challenge in terms of
how contemporary art and its various enterprises
can move forward in a dialectical relationship with
global culture at large. Wnat then of individuai
exhibits? Many days are needed to cover the exhi-
bition (l spent three from 10 to B) for some shows
are in large rooms where you walk round looking
at objects and paintings, in others (the major) you
sit in cramped rooms, sonretimes on the floor, if
lucky on benches and watch the film or video on

large screens. For example Zarina Bhimji film
on her return to Uganda evoked the Amin regime

ot tef fOf through places where aMul things hap-
pened without a voice over but a sound track tai-
lored in accordance with the visual material seen.

ffte cllfnrirtatian af a series #f c/ehafes that b*gan in

fularch 2##1, r??oyed t* New f;effuf. ffuen fo fferf/i?. Sf
Lucra anC l#St*s. ./eir?e f* Sepfenr&er' *##f

It was observant, elegant. exact and beautiful observing
the architecture, the airport, the graveyards, the military
barracks, the poiice cells and the surrounding villages and
couniryside. lt is deeply moving and as a metaphor of his-
tory profound. There are many such 'creations' that cover
locations such as Palestine/lsrael, India/Parkistan, Korea
and so on.

The migration of Mexicans is presented through 20 moni-

tors with a live internet link to the border, from a massive
screen throughout the exhibition so you could see what was
happening in that padicular moment of iime. The enthusiasm
of the crowd was infeciious. ready to applause showing their
appreciation at any event wlrich they considered outstand-
tng.

What does this exhibition teach us? one
thing for sure and that is that the unrecorded life is a half-
lived life. The lived moment can so easily become the forgot-
ten moment and oniy through documentation can a life be
fully considered and understood, These artists point the way
as they have documented moments in space and time and
history in imaginative and ingenious ways. The nressage is
ciear for us ordinary moftals as well: ensure you record and
dramatise your life so posterity will know as well as you that
it has been lived. There are so many oiher things which couid
be said but I think i should save them for another occasion.

RISKING lT AMA RBSA Ganeries
The AMA have done it again. ln their search for a suitable
venue they have found the prestigious RBSA galleries. lt is
a handsome $pace but does not come ,.ryithout cost which in
part may explain the title of the show. Paul Hipkiss, a most
suitable name for an Hon.Curator. stressed in his opening
address the need for artists to believe in themselves and
have confidence. ln this respect the thirty seven AMA artists
on view with two works each have demonstrated their resolve
and risked all. Many have been wori<ing for years and their
style is immediately recognisable like Bone, Carpenter and
Brain, which for some reason is oddly comfofiing. But there
were some notable surprises where aftists were experiment-
ing with new materials and technrques and different sorls
of subject-matter such as Bryer, Upshall, Mendelsson,
Hickling and Harland. Bill Yardley is safe with his well
known etchings of animals but Albert Holdsworth chal-
lenged with intriguing Schwitters type artefacts. Marsh's
impeccable paintings of various scenes give a sense of
permanence soaked in nostalgia.. li was an enjoyable
exhibition that demanded patrons but could survive without
them as a need for self-fulfilment. Yet the cost of studio hire,
artistic exposure, canvas, board, paper, glass, photography,
mounting, framing. labelling, transport, hanging, rental and
refreshments et al calls for courage, some recompense and
differentiates the visual arts. from say poetry or music as an
art form. Yet how often disappointment follows a show but
artists repeatedly return wiih hope in their hearts. One has
to admire such noble aspirations.

Dave Phillips
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Documenta is a massive international exhibi-
tion held every five years in the iown of Kassel,
North Germany (of all places bui it turns out to be
a spacious and pleasant city). lt is the mother of
all such exhibitions and is ihe equivalent of the

Olympic Games of the Art wortd. There
are four venues in the city and they are huge. This
year was the eleventh such exhibition and 109 aft-
ists and 6 collectives were involved. lt is different
in character from the a11 fairs that have sprung up
over Europe in recent years. where the main pur-
pose is to sell work and dealers (bless them) are
most evident as they parade their wares and woo
all and sundry. No, Documenta is a 'serious affair'
and dealing is no where to be seen, at leasi on the
surface. Sponsorship and commission rather than
saies by artists seems to be the meihod employed
to obtain the funding, which is needed to carry out
the work. lt is the funding which supplies the lat-
est technoiogies to achieve the objectives. This
is expensive. for this exhibition is characterised
particularly by film, video, photograph, the internet
and there are only five painters to be seen.

One notices that there are some high-powered
conrpanies such as Volkswagen, Deutsche
Bahn, Deutsche Telekan and others who are the
main sponsors and nrany other firms who have a
vested interest in the media used. There are many
galleries involved as supporters and institutional
surbsidies are acknowledged in the form of the
British Council, Australian Council for the Arts,
the Japan Foundation and so on. Special men-
tion is made of 'generous support from the Fund
for the U S Artists of lnternational Festivals and
Exhibitions, a public-private padnership for the
Ar1s, the United States Dept of State, the Pen
Charitable Trusts and the Rockefellar Foundation.
The Fund is administered by Arts lnternational
Much money is needed and Kassel City Council
have also added tlreir share to the total. After
all there are many staff involved. The instalia-
tion team comprises 65, the guides iattendants
are rnade up of 105, the senior administrative,
technical, educationai staff and communication/
architectural personnel with the artistic director
and co-curators number 67 and these will be bris-
tling with academic and technical qualifications of
the highest order. These people one assumes are
those of great sensibility, and knowledge of the
international art world but they have to be paid as
do the others mentioned earlier. li will be a nlas-

sive bill as the exhibition lasted 100 days trorn
June to September. The anti-capitalist conspiracy
theorists will no doubt argue that the enormous
cost of this jamboree is typical as the malcontents
can let off steam and be seen to be doing so. lt is
a cunning plot on the part of the capitalist system
to let artists have their head and Documenta this
time is nothing more than a useful safety valve.
Nothing changes and 'money' seeps into every
transaction however seemingly noble.

Such cynicism is corrupting in itself and one must turn away
and appreciaie the multi-perspectival achievement and the
integrity of these artists who have spent their lives forging
new ways to visually alerting us to the various dangers social
and natural which surround us. They appear to have a mis-
sion and a vision which they wish to communicate to the
world and geographically they are of the world coming from
the five continents. There is a strong sense of outrage, of
morai commitment, of reformist aspirations, a focus on the
'nasties' of the world where cruelty, oppression, poverty,
injustice, savagery has been and is evident. Marinetti in

the first Futurist Manifesto in 1909 sought to push art
into the political arena. Many of these artists have grasped
the mantle and are not content to remain in the studio and
respond io 'the human condition' in a purely passive aes-
thetic and oblique way. They do not wish to be sidelined and
become the aesthetes of capitalism but rather wish to occupy
a centrai position where the voice of art can be heard and
reckoned with. Their visual presentation of the world and its
happenings in the form of film, video, photographs and
other contemporary media are forceful and hypnotic. They
have iiterally visualised the pain, the suffering, the poverty,
the abject subjugation of people in parts of the world. tt is
what the eye can see and to that extent is more 'real'than
description through words. lt is not an easy exhibition to navi-
gate as it housed in four huge venues and many of the arte-
facts have lo be seen in darkened rooms over many hours.
To that extent it has areas like mini concert halls except
people are coming and going allthe time. lt is not like seeing
paintings or sculptures where rapid assimilation is possible
although there are some areas devoted to such. ln addition
the venues are packed with people. Everywhere you have to
queue and wait patiently.

Aft is demonstrativeiy seen to be important. The audience
is predominately the younger generation who have come
from all over the world to see whai arlists are about at this
point in time. lt is an amazing experience for you can feel
the throb of excitement. the recognrtion that artists are con-
sidered important and valuable as significant interpreters of
world events. Not the jaded subtleties of the over-developed
aesthete deliberating on the niceties of a brushstroke but the
consuming passion of those who would see the world made
whole and good through the conduit of visual imagery. This is
not an exhibition for the faint heailed (like myself) entrapped
in a web of traditional aesthetic preferences where state-
ments and visions are realised through sensitive and dis-
creet nuances.Those values in this exhibition are recognised
no doubt as worthy but involvement in social siructures
is the key. Art is to be taken seriously by those in power.
These artists are not content to sit on the sideline. and wait
for the patronising pat on the head by those who determine
Society's values. They are rnaking their statements so that
they will be counted and will become the equal deterrninates
of a juist socrety as much as any other value system whether
it be economics or politics or reiigion. One admires their
energy, their drive. their ambition and their

sense of justice. lf they succeed anO Aflt is up there on
the Hightable then their achievement will be recognised by
subsequent Eenerations of artists who otheruvise would have
been content with titbits from lhose in power and influence
who are often far less worlhy.
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On day 115 of Sally Sheinman's project to paint
her way through a year, her mother died. The canvas
for that day is the same as those representing other
days. lt's the same size, about 4 x 4 inches, and it
uses the same abstract language. The big difference
is that it's painted entirely black.

It's probably the most telling and certainly the

most arresting of the 365 imag€s that hang in

sequence around the walls. The title'Mom died'con-
veys the enormity of the event and more besides. lt's
familiar and affectionate but it also let's you know
that the artist is American lt binds ihe title and the
image together in a tighter embrace than anything
else in the show.

The artist battles on over days 116 to 125before
the palette lightens and something like normality
returns. But then another square interrupts the flow
and this one's completely white. lt turns out to be
a bit of a gate-crasher - a permanent fixture on the
gallery wall that does who knows what. lt's pres-
ence among all these fleeting images is cunningly
exploited. lt's almost as unsettling as the single
square of black

The majority of ihe other squares are at the graph-
ics end of abstraction. They sometimes become
marooned between the specifics of the ideas and
the formality of the imagery but they deserve close
scrutiny. Then if you step back, all three hundred

and sixty five canvases combine as a single
installation. They don't do anything corny like
spelling out a sentence or forming somebody's
face. They represent instead the texture of a typical
year in a typical life, the colourful ups and the not
so colourful downs - and of course the occasional
unexpected tragedy. -

Peter Mccarthy

lsabelle Mallard exhibited 45 photographs which
have been taken mainly in Paris and during her

travels in China, lreland, Mali, Nambia,
Russia, Vietnam and the UsA. A self taught
amateur photographer and member of a Parisian
Photographic Society, she came to photography

through an interest in the art of montage in

which she had used images coliected and cut out
from magazines, selected and glued together in
juxtaposition to create a consecutive whole which
made a pictorial statement. ln deciding to use the
camera she selects or constructs an image with

consummate skill and vision, similar to that
which she did with the magazines and scissors,
again gluing them together, as it were, by present-

ing them in serial form. lt is the juxtaposed images
with their shared compositional and aesthetic forms,
which each individual image the total series presents

that is the art and excitement in this work which is
further enhanced by the fine quaiity of her black and white
printing.

ln the exhibition she shows four serial presentations
'lndirect views', 'Ilazo Fishes in Paris'and two that she calls
'Patchworks'. ln 'lndirect views' and 'Ir,yo Frshes in Paris',
lsabelle is in fine form, her work reflecting for me elements
of French photographic vision that I have always enjoyed

when iooking at the work of Brassai, lzis Bidermanas,
Doisneau and others. The reflections seen in 'Dunkerque
Pub window 7996'. the 'Lift Window on the Champs Fiysess'
and the reflection ol lhe 'Eiffel Tower 11 hours before 01/01/
02' are key images in this absorbing series in which no
image is off key or surplus to the whole.

Richard Sadler

Since October. the Tantalus Group have been "Walking
About'in various galleries in the region with this exhibition,
including Leicester's City Gallery and the Roadmender at

Northampton; it is now, as it were, on it's 'last lego in the
group's home base of Rugby. As so often in life, the good
thing about the work is the same as the bad thing - spe-
cifically. the incredible variety of styles. media and phi-
losophies on display. Russell Parker's literary assemblies
of found and cast objects jostle uncomfortably with Mary
Rubra's textural ceramics or with the traditional equine
fantasies of Gynthia Chandler's 'Mare and Foal'. This
lack of coherence, combined with the relatively cramped
conditions of Floor One Space ends up looking less like an
ad exhibition and more like some kind of up-market corner
grocers' (more Harrod's than Happy Shopper. though.) On
the other hand, the almost deliberate avoidance of curato-
rial control leads to some surprising connections - Midori
Suzuki's delicate wall mounted constructions seeming per-
fecily at home behind elegant minlmalist ceramics or next
to Emma Richter's almost obsessively controlled explora'
tions of repeat motifs and surface lustre. Pete Thornley's
knowing post-modern reworking of Caravaggio (as a voyeur
at the aftermath of a drunken party; echoing the "is it - isn't
it" puzzle of Martin Curley's photographs of his own paint-
ings. Or how about the balance of true chainsaw brutalism
in the monumental and magnificently litled'Burning Woman
Throws Baby', set against the controlled primitivism of Dave
Broadfield's magnificently untitled (as usual) painting?

ln fact the whole exhibition is like a seaside-model-vil-
lage version of all the greai polarities and experiments of
twentieth century art {representation vs. abstraction,
craft skill vs. spontaneity. The real object vs. trans-
formation of materials, etc.) , glowering at each other
across the exhibition-quality carpet and shocked to discover
that they might actuaily have something in common.

As a perceptive friend remarked, a casual visitor might con-
clude that half of the exhibition is brilliant, and half rubbish.

The trick, of course, lies in knowing which half.

Z KipnisPage 14
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LSA is a pro-active organisation seeking to prorrote the Visual Arts in Leamington Spa and the
surrounding area. Our membership consists of both artists and supporters of the Visual Afts. LSA
seeks to support any Visual Art of quality and merit. LSA is involved in representing the Visuai Arts
in the current development of Leamingtons Cultural Quarter, promoting exhibitions and events for the
public and establishing studio space for local artists. This was secured 3 years ago at North Hall,
Spencers Yard in Leamington Spa. Currently 20 local artists are working from this space. LSA has
been publishing artspace for over four years, and its readership covers the UK and Europe.
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The Royal Academy mounted its milestone

exhibition A New Spirit in Painting in 1981. The

exhibition had a clear purpose, never admitted in

the catalogue bui understood fully elsewhere, which

was to restore painting to its 'rightful' place at the

forefront of contemporary art practice. \A/hat the

organisers identified as representing the new move-

ment was a type of painterly figuration that hadn't

been since the heyday of expressionism. The vul-

garities of pop art, the acrobatics of performance

and the brain-teasing of Gohceptualism naO

created enough diversions in the 60s and 70s for

the agonies of abstract expressionism to be quietly

forgotten. Neo-expressionism was able therefore to

take the vacant seat of angst-ridden painterliness

with little opposition.

Of the 38 artists in the all male line-up, 28 were

European. The ten Americans were hardly new

kids on the block but many of the Europeans were

anything but familiar. The exhibition served to pro-

mote them through associatton with such household

names as Andy Warhol, Philip Guston and

Willem De Kooning. There was a disingenu-

ous refusal to acknowledge deviations from the

approach to paint-handling that had been identified

by the organisers as incontrovertibly new. ln the

altogether inadequate introduction to the catalogue

Frank Auerbach's work was placed, along with

Anselm Kiefer's, in a context that also embraced the

figurative excursions of Malcolm Morley and the

gaudy generalities of David Hockney.

Useful comparisons between the work of different

artists could have been made but the catalogue

ignored the implications of the modernist roots and

credentials of the older artists and the much broader

postmodernisi tendencies of the newly emerging

ones, seeing instead their figurative commonality as

a sufficient basis for their inclusion under the show's

thematic umbrella. Auerbach and Freud were in

fact virtually alone among the thitty or so exhibitors

in working from observation. lmprovising an image

of the subject from within the process itself seemed

to be the more favoured approach. lt was one that

fitted more comfortably into the liberal framework of

postmodernism.

ln this respect Auerbach's work acted as a bridge

between the two extremes. There was no evidence

in his work then as now of a desire to escape from

From Paimt-F{and*ing to Proc*ss Pete Mccarthy eonrisrues his feature

painstaking observation in spite of an emphasis on process

that amounted to low relief. What he demonstrated instead

was a romantic attachment to the observational link

as the only way of achieving authenticity. lt is more useful

to think of the gestural nature of his thickly encrusted works

as coincidental with abstract expressionism rather than

derivative of its familiar stylistic signature. ln classic abstract

expressionism the gesture was used as a way of freeing

the artist from the more routine aspects of image-making.

Auerbach's extravagant worrying of the surface was and

continues to be used for the opposite purpose. lt's a proce-

dure that seeks to focus on the subject with such obserua-

tional intensity as to unlock the inner meaning. ln so far as it

maintains the integrity of this approach it is traditional, but in

so far as it emotionally charges the procedure, it is entirely

modern.

Auerbach has won respect for sticking to a 364 day a
year regime in which the viability of each painted rnark is

ruthlessly examined and then almost invariably declared

unfit for service. The need to find the 'right' combination of

marks becomes a quest of Holy Grail proportions. Such an

approach to mark-making is not unique but the extremes

that Auerbach is prepared to go to are rare indeed. lt's dif-

ficult to argue with his refusal to compromise. lt represents

an affirmation of the power of the expressiv€ painterly

mark and a healthy scepticism abourt the accepted norms

of representation. The drawback is that in order to be valid

it has to regard the gesture as sacrosanct. But the pursuii of

authentic gesture is hard to reconcile with the demands of

strict observation. Auerbach's observational procedure is

anything but straight-fonrvard, but it does depend on a belief

in the primacy of direct scrutiny even though the product

might not immediately suggest this Wth Lucien Freud the

struggle is a more straight-foruvard one. The handling is at

its most robust where the rendering of the form has been

particularly difficult. This can lead to a clogging of the
SUffaGe which might in other circumstances seem like a
failing. Here, in the sometimes grotty, sometimes harrowing

circumstances of the work, it becomes a positive advantage.

ln the exhibition itself we vvere able to compare these mono-

chromatic struggles with De Kooning's more colourful

manoeuvrings. The differences were obvious. De Kooning
was not trying to represent observed reality, what he was

proposing instead was an association with reality in which

the image was thrown into a state of confusion. Auerbach
appears to be doing something similar but he never breaks

the observational link. What's remarkable is that Auerbach
and Freud could be so successful while flying in the face of

the accepted view of what 20th century ?ft should

be about.
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therefore was not Symbolic bUt feal. The probtem

for the neo-expressionists in the New Spirit show was tlrat
their rebeilious gestures were often merely formal. What they

were kickrng against was the stylistic stranglehold of late

nrodernism. Goya was struggling against more substantial

forces than this. His transformational approach to represen-

tation was all the more powerful because it was not sinrply a

stylistic gesture, it was aiso a bid for freedom.

The pitfalls ot formalism were a hazard not just for mod-

ernist artists but also for this third, post-modern generation

of expressionists. The abstraet expressionists and

Pollock in particular had already exhausted the available

stock of ernotional energy. Although they worked wiihin sec-
ond-hand parameters (the famous combination of cubism

and surreaiism) they were sufficiently removecl from their

sources to be able to ciaim the pioneer's mantel without
this appearing absurd. Auerbach and Freud seemed tir

acknowledge iheir difficuity by sticking to traditional subject-

matier. lt was the sort of subject-matter that was particularly

disliked within modernism and post-modernism
because it turned the process of observation into a sacred

cow. Bui it could work.

Although Bacon, Auerbach and De Kooning did not

significantly progress from this exhibition, Lucien Freud cer-

tainly did. His approach was liberated by expressionism only

io the extent that the surface became fractured and textured

in a self-conscior.rs manner. Otherwise Freud attempted to
do the same thing over and over again. Unlike Auerbach
however this was within an observational framework that was

at odds with the experimental nature of modernism. There is
a deliberate perversity in aligning oneself with a convention-

ally disciplined approach in a climate where only the new,

and failing that the neo, would do. Freud describes his posi-

tion as virtually illegai and therefore all the more attractive.

Wrat's different about Freud and Auerbach is that they

did not pursue newness, they stumbled across it by chance

where it might ieast be expected, tucked away in a neglected

corner of the life room.

More typically in this exhibition and elsewhere artists were

adopting liberated styles not oui of conviction but out

of a desire to establish sometimes dubious credentials. There

were though some notable exceptions, the most important

being the German artists, Anselm Kiefer, Sigmar Polke,
and Gerhard Richter. Tlrey do not constitute a group.

They exhibit three quite distinct approaches that are marked

by integrity {Kiefer}, subterfuge (Polke) and sheer cunning

{Richter).

Fffi Wffiffi
The majority of the exhibitors in the

Academy's exhibition preferred to piay safe in order

to secure their membership of the modernist club.

The stodgier conventions of earlier periods were

universally shunned in favour of handling that was

fresh and direct. The few who favoured a heavy

impasto did not get there by steadily building up

the paint. This would not have been radical enough.

They imported into their repertoire unconventional

materials or even foreign objects - piles of broken

plates (Schnabel), sheaves of straw and lumps

of lead (Kiefer). But even in these circumstances

the inclursion of figurative elements gave observa-

tion an implicit role. There were though significant

differences in the understanding of what form this

should take. Auerbach and Freud stood alone in

their refusal to compromise on the need for direct,

face-to-face experience. Most of the others had

excused themseives of such troubling obligations

long before.

wttr liberalisation however comes the possibil-

ity of confusion. lf the quality of an image can't be

measured by its correspondence with observed real-

ity how else should it be judged? lt's De Kooning's
work again that seems to provide the answer. lt is
commonly believed that De Kooning's approach

rang true because of his earlier involvement in the

business of strict observation. According to this

interpretation he earned brownie points in his later

work on the strength of hard graft during his earlier
years. But it might be just as vaiid to claim that De
Kooning's rootedness in European observational

practice actualiy got in the way. The other abstract-

expressionists and Pollock in particular had no

such inhibitions. Pollock's drawings could often

seem like nothing more than surreaiist inspired

doodles. There is no sense of an artist struggling to

throw off skills that were now surplus to requirement.

The skills that made him famous came along as a by-

product of his addiction to pace. ln De Kooning's
practice the skill is there at the outset because the

painterly requirements of his mature, liberated style

depended on it. As we saw in the last issue. this was

never the case with Goya and the pre-modernist

masters. Goya did not revisit a painterly passage

in order to further liberate it. This would have been

too formal a goal. He super-charged his imagery not

because he wished to fulfil referential obligations but

because he wished to express his frustration at his

own political impotence. His expressiveness

Frm*tt Fa$nt-$4agtdfiimg tc Fr*cess Fere ftficcarthy c*r.rrinues his i+ature

With liberalisation however cor?res the possibility of confusion. lf the quality
of an image can't be measured by its correspondence with observed
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We might be tempted to make comparisons with De

Kooning's abstracts or Gotham News vintage

till we realise that De Kooning was only able to
produce these paintings by turning his back on his

figurative past. Richter reminds us with each new

series that this is not the case with him. His com-

mitment to any of the ways in which he works does

not require stylistic uniformity (this is as far from

Greenberg's absolutism as you can get). But the

integrity of the beautiful series, Abstract Pictures is

called into question by the Vermeer-like portrait of

his daughter that runs in parallel. lt's also there in the

titles. \Mro would dare call a painting a picture any

more? Nobody but Richter.

Wrat we see in Richter's work is a prime example

of the postmodernist condition. There is no longer

any Qu€Stion of the artist feeling compelled to

work in a single direction in order to be authentic.

The absence of any emotional dependence on an

expressive way of working is also impoftant because

it paves the way for an alternative mode of pro-

duction. This is one in which the process is of inter-

est in its own right rather than simply a means to an

end. ln the next issue of artspace we will see how

this post-expressionist condition is rapidly gaining

ground within contemporary painting, for better or

for worse.

Peter McCafthy

re,ffiwflH
Harry Weinberger at the Duncan
Campbell Gallery, Kensington Square,
London

Harry Weinberger's latest exhibition shows that
none of the old magic has gone. ln fact there are
several paintings which show a new dimension, a

new strength, and a new vision. These are paint-

ings of small ordinary looking boats overshadowed
and bewitched by luscious seas of purple and tor-
rid skies of varied, intermingled colours where the
clouds swirl above and mystify. They gyrate while
at the same time always remaining palpable strokes
of paint.

The formalistic, simplistic creed which has always
characterised his paintings, the love of colour as

colour, the love of paint as paint has reached,
with these paintings, into metaphor. There is mean-

Fronr Faimt-h{amdlfrng t* Proces$ Fete lscCarthy continues hi* feat*re

It's a/so there in the titles. Who would dare call a painting a picture any mare?
Nobody but Richter.
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ing to be extracted that goes beyond the sensual delight of
the medium. This could well be the beginning of a new phase
where the artist has dipped his brush into a state of self-
realisation, where the image goes beyond the seen, and
the co-ordinates of colour and paint per se, offer insights
to raise our self-awareness when viewing the elementals
of sea, sky and land. Yes, Weinberger has begun his old
master period. Wth due diligence and concentration on this

motif where gravitas (there is no room for humour)
and the deeper richer colours of his palette prevail, he will be
rewarded by inspirationalwork, for his lifetime persistence in
his search for imagery that combines sadness with joy.

Dave Phillips

The White Room Gallery

A new gallery has arrived in Town which is serious in
its intention to exhibit work of well known adists, largely in the

form of authorised and signed prints. lt is called tne 'Wh itg
ROOmt, a title that has echoes of the latest trendy gallery

the'White Cube'in Hoxton Square, London, which in turn
has echoes of Malevich's 'Suprematism' (19'13) and of paint-
ings such as '\Mrite on \Mite'. lt comes complete with its
own charming curator and is situated in Regent Street, above

H.M.Graphics. So far it has shown a range of Pasmore prints
of his mature years, another exhibition of fine Picasso prints

around the period of 'Guernica' (1937), also recently a
mixed show of Miro, Albers, Picasso and other greats. ln-
terspersed with 'The Masters' will be exhibitions of 'live art'
to include some local artists. This is a welcome venture that
involves artists with established reputations and will enable
locals to see and buy such work without having necessarily
to go to London. There are half a dozen outlets that cater for

the general public taste so this gallery by setting a high
standard is most welcome in a Spa town which has art
pulsating and surging through it like there is no tomorrow.

Dave Phillips

Forty Artists at Gallery 11a cnurch street

The intimac! of this basement gallery was fully revealed

with an exhibition of small works by forty artists, pho-
tographers and sculptors. The intention was to
present work moderately priced thai might have appeal to

the 'glitterati' and the 'cognoscenti's of the Spa. lt suc-
ceeded and even those with national reputations such as
Philip Sutton, Harry Weinberger, Neil Moore and Bill
Jackson among others showed their work as did those
aspirants such as the Websters and the Vaughans with a

solid backing of many well known names in the Leamington
art world. A pleasant enough experience and a help to solv-
ing the problem of Christmas presents.

Dave Phillips






